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Exponential growth in the pace of innovation

Reached 100M users in 4 Years

Processed more than 1B transactions in 

less than 6 years

14 years to reach 50M users

Hits its first million mark 5 months after 

the launch 

Supported 420M active users with 55 

employees  
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Emergence of Sharing Economy

• Operating in 400+ cities across 70 countries

• ~$4B gross bookings in first half of 2015 without 
owning a single taxi

• ~$62B market cap (more than Delta Airlines or GM) 

• Founded in 2008

• ~2M listings across 190+ countries

• Estimated market cap > $25B (more than Hyatt and 
Marriott combined together)

• Founded in 2008

• Mobile marketplace to hire people to do tasks from 
delivery to handyman and household help



Blockchain, M-Pesa, Xoom

Emergence of virtual currencies and mobile 
money platforms to drive financial inclusion

Square, Apple 

Pay, Android Pay
New players redefining 
the consumer payment 
experience 

Simple, Moven
Offering bank accounts 
with powerful mobile tools 
or alternatives to traditional 
banking

Kabbage, Amazon lending, 

PayPal working capital 

Lending Club, 

Prosper, SoFi

Revolutionized the lending 

market by creating online 

marketplaces connecting 

borrowers and investors  

Financial 
Services 
Industry

SMB 

Lending
Consumer 

Loans

PaymentsBanking

Money 

Transfer

Changing Landscape in Financial Services 

Offering fast and flexible 

small business loans



Futuristic ideas that no longer sound futuristic

• Self driving cars are no longer science fiction and 
most car companies plan to roll some kind of 
autonomous driving car by 2020

• Traditional car companies fear intense competition 
from technology companies 

• No of companies experimenting with growing meat 
(cultured meat) in a laboratory

• Benefits include lighter footprint and ability to cope up 
with growing need of meat world wide

• Plummeting cost of sensors, electronics and software 
is making Internet of things a reality

• Internet of things has wide application in different 
industries such as health care, mining, urban planning 
and shopping systems
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Key drivers behind rapid innovation

Technology, Technology and Technology 
Has improved access, disintermediated intermediaries and opened up 

avenues for new players to compete

Cheap Innovation
Moore’s law is still alive and kicking 

On-Demand workforce
Gig economy where more and more workers are available for part time work 

has provided fuel for alternate business models 

Changing consumer expectations
Millennial segment is driving force behind rapid adoption of new products and 

services

Investment appetite 
Low interest rate environment and past mega-success of few start-ups have 

facilitated increased risk appetite among investors and entrepreneurs 
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Technology is a key enabler for the rapid 
innovation

• Ubiquity of smart phones and GPS 
has reduced transaction costs to 
match buyers/renters and 
sellers/owners

• Ability to scale up easily and quickly 
amplifying network effect

• Easy to build trust using social 
networks, online reviews and ratings 
and platforms’ background check

• Online payments systems to handle 
billings 

• Price comparison tools can easily 
quantify the value left on the table

• Value added services (online 
tracking) can easily be built 
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Technology is undermining barriers to 
entry and  enabling new business models

• Established incumbent with ~500K 
walk-in agent locations spanning 200 
countries

• Highly profitable due to unparalleled 
branch locations and instant brand 
recognition 

• Under intense pressure from new 
players;  Launched mobile and web 
channels but have high cost due to 
traditional model legacy

• Investors expect it to lose market 
share and margins to compress

• P/E Ratio - 12

• Focused on internet/mobile channel to 
offer remittance services for key 
corridors

• Able to offer lower price (and under 
cut Western Union) due to lower 
overhead compared to walk-in agent 
branches

• Investors expects Xoom to grow 
rapidly and steal market share from 
Western Union

• P/E Ratio - 200
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Up-front investment required to launch products 
has significantly decreased
2

On Demand (Cloud 

based) Services

• Has reduced up-front 

investment needed to 

launch a business

• Infrastructure can 

easily scale up or 

down based on 

customer demand
Social Networks

• Can substitute for 

traditional marketing 

and advertisement 

investment to certain 

extent

• Consumers rely on 

online reviews and 

recommendations 

from friends and 

family 

Marketplaces, Shared 

networks

App stores, Amazon 

store fronts has greatly 

simplified the launch of 

products

 More and more 

companies are making 

their competencies 

available as plug and 

play Lego



Rise of the On-Demand Workforce

• Great recession created ‘gig economy’ where many workers opted for freelance, 
contract work to support families; Platforms such as Task Rabbit (30K active 
workers) have facilitated such growth 

• Companies embraced it to reduce cost and preserve optionality due to uncertain 
economic recovery 

• Nature of job is changing rapidly increasing the cost for companies to constantly 
retrain workers

• Obamacare has reduced reliance on sourcing medical insurance through employer
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Millennials are driving force behind changing 
consumer expectations with moves to mobile devices  

• Millennial is the largest generational segment (~88M people in US) and almost 
20% larger than Baby boomer generation

• Millennials are always connected and are extremely technology savvy. Much more 
willing to share product recommendations and services than other age cohorts

• Are less loyal to employers, brand and products
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Low interest environment and record corporate bond 
issuance have contributed to increased risk appetite 
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Key takeaways for Product Managers
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Double the focus on customer segmentation and generational 

trends
Pay special attention to Millennial as its impact on economy is bound to 

increase 

Technology platforms supported by on-demand worker economy 

is making Winner-takes-all business model commonplace 
Focus on niche where your product can be the best; Go for First mover 

advantage and focus on customer adoption

Invest in co-opetition
Develop partnerships where each company bring different competency to the 

table; Open up closed systems to allow collaborative innovation 

Pay special attention to unconventional competition
Technology is lowering entry barriers and disintegrating traditional value 

chains to create opening for unconventional players

Learning agility is most essential skill for 21st century
Invest in lifelong learning; Learn by trying new product and services; Learn by 

getting a reverse mentor
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